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Abstract
From the theory of Ho0man polynomial, it is known that the adjacency matrix A of a strongly
connected regular digraph of order n satis3es certain polynomial equation Al P(A)=Jn , where l is
a nonnegative integer, P(x) is a polynomial with rational coe5cients, and Jn is the n×n matrix of
all ones. In this paper we present some su5cient conditions, in terms of the coe5cients of P(x),
to ensure that all (0; 1)-matrices satisfying such an equation with l ¿ 0 have an underlying line
digraph structure, that is to say, for any solution A there exists a (0; 1)-matrix C satisfying P(C)=
Jn=dl and the associated (d-regular) digraph of A, (A), is the lth iterated line digraph of (C).
As a result, we simplify the study of some digraph classes with order functions asymptotically
attaining the Moore bound. ? 2002 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
Keywords: Line digraph; (0; 1)-matrix equation; Moore bound

1. Introduction
The line digraph iteration technique, introduced by Fiol et al. [5,6], is a useful tool to
construct large digraphs from suitable small digraphs. In fact, for any connected regular
digraph G of degree d¿2, which is necessarily strongly connected since it is eulerian,
the sequence of its iterated line digraphs, {Ll G}l , constitutes a family of d-regular
digraphs whose diameters increase linearly while their orders do it exponentially.
Besides, since the adjacency matrix A of G satis3es certain polynomial equation
P(A) = Jn , where P(x) is a polynomial with rational coe5cients, n is the order of
G, and Jn is the n × n matrix of all ones (see [10]), it turns out that the adjacency
matrix ALl of Ll G veri3es that AlLl P(ALl ) = Jndl (see Section 2). Some well-known
∗
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families of dense digraphs, that is to say digraphs with a relatively large order in
comparison with the corresponding Moore bound (see [5]), can be seen as iterated
line digraphs of a subfamily of basic digraphs indexed by their degrees. For example,
the family of De Bruijn digraphs {B(d; k)}d; k , de3ned in [4], is just {Lk−1 B(d; 1)}d; k
and the family of Kautz ones {K(d; k)}d; k , proposed in [12], is {Lk−1 K(d; 1)}d; k ,
where B(d; 1) and K(d; 1) are the complete digraph Kd∗ of degree d with loops and
the complete digraph Kd+1 of degree d without loops, respectively. As a result, since
the adjacency matrices A of the digraphs B(d; 1) (K(d; 1)) verify the common type of
equations A = Jd (I + A = Jd+1 ), we know that there corresponds a common type of
matrix equations Ak = Jdk (Ak−1 + Ak = Jdk +dk−1 ) for the family of digraphs {B(d; k)}d; k
({K(d; k)}d; k ). This observation also holds for some subfamilies of Imase-Itoh digraphs,
which were introduced in [11] as a generalization of Kautz digraphs. For example,
one can check that the adjacency matrices A of the subfamily of Imase-Itoh digraphs
{GI (d; 1 + dk )}d; k of degree d and order n = 1 + dk , for any odd integer k ¿ 0, satisfy
the common type of equations I + Ak = Jn . It then follows that the adjacency matrix
of the iterated line digraph Ll GI (d; 1 + dk ), which is isomorphic to GI (d; dl + dl+k ),
is a solution to the (0; 1)-matrix equation
Al + Al+k = Jndl :

(1)

An interesting result, which was found by Wu and Li in [18], is that for any solution
A of (1) there must exist a (0; 1)-matrix C with I + C k = Jn and (A) = Ll (C). Here
we adopt the notation (A) for the associated digraph of a nonnegative integer matrix
A. This result reveals the hidden underlying line digraph structure of the class of (large)
digraphs speci3ed by Eq. (1) and enables the reduction to the study of the (basic) class
of digraphs satisfying a simpler type of equations I + Ak = Jn , which has already been
considered in [14,19]. This also suggests a more general problem about when the line
digraph structure will appear as an inherent property for any digraph whose adjacency
matrix A satis3es a given polynomial equation Al P(A) = Jndl , where l is a positive
integer and P(x) is a polynomial. As we will see in Section 4 and as the preceeding
examples have shown, some type of matrix equations naturally correspond to digraph
classes with large order. So the study of our problem may also help to understand
the contribution of the line digraph construction in the extremal behavior of the order
functions of some classes of dense digraphs.
Partially solving the above problem, we present in this paper some constraints on the
coe5cients of P(x) which will force the iterated line digraph structure and hence allow
the reduction from Al P(A) = Jndl to P(A) = Jn just as in the special case P(x) = 1 + xk
(see Section 3). As a consequence, we obtain another proof of BosMak’s theorem [2] on
the existence of [k −h; k]-digraphs, 06h6k, namely, the digraphs with unique walks of
length not smaller than k −h and not greater than k between all pairs of (not necessarily
distinct) vertices. Moreover, we simplify the study of some (0; 1)-matrix equations
associated with asymptotically optimal families of digraphs, which are digraphs with
orders relatively close to the Moore bound (see Section 4).
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2. Preliminary results on regular line digraphs
The following characterization of regular line digraphs (see [8]) is based on
Heuchenne’s condition [9], which states that a (0; 1)-matrix A is the adjacency matrix
of a line digraph G if and only if the rows (columns) of A are mutually orthogonal
or identical. In particular, (A) is a line digraph if and only if its converse digraph
(A ) is a line digraph.
Lemma 1. A regular digraph of degree d¿1 and order n is a line digraph if and
only if the rank of its adjacency matrix is equal to n=d.
Thus, when the degree d divides the order n, the condition of (A) being a line
digraph can be seen as an “extremal property”, since rank A is at least n=d. This
remark also holds if (A) is just out-regular (in-regular) and its minimum in-degree
(out-degree) is at least one. Since it can be easily understood that an extremal digraph
with respect to its order function will naturally behave extremely in some other respect,
our result in this paper about the iterated line digraph structure of some classes of dense
digraphs will be of no surprise after this observation.
From the known relation between the minimum polynomials of a regular digraph G
of degree d ¿ 1 and its line digraph L G, L G (x) = xG (x) (see [1]), we derive the
next result
Lemma 2. Let G be a connected regular digraph of degree d and order n. Let A and
AL be the adjacency matrices of G and L G, respectively. Then,
P(A) = Jn ⇔ AL P(AL ) = Jnd ;

(2)

where P(x) is a polynomial.
Proof. If d = 1, then G and L G are both the cycle digraph on n vertices which implies
that A and AL are permutation similar. In addition, AL is a permutation matrix and hence


it holds A−1
L = AL and AL Jn = Jn . Thus,
AL P(AL ) = Jn ⇔ P(AL ) = A
L Jn = Jn ⇔ P(A) = Jn :
Assume now G has degree d ¿ 1. Recall that the Ho0man polynomial PGH (x) of a
strongly connected d-regular digraph G is the unique polynomial of minimum degree
such that PGH (A) = Jn , which implies that PGH (x)(x − d) annihilates the adjacency matrix
A of G. Since a connected regular digraph must be strongly connected, we have from
[10] that
PGH (x) = c

G (x)
x−d

and

PLHG (x) = cL

L G (x)
;
x−d

where c; cL are rational numbers such that PGH (d) = n and PLHG (d) = dn. Making use of
the identity L G (x)=xG (x) mentioned before, we can deduce from these two relations
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that
PLHG (x) = xPGH (x):
Therefore, taking into account that
P(A) = Jn ⇔ G (x) | (P(x) − PGH (x));
we arrive at
P(A) = Jn ⇔ L G (x) | (xP(x) − PLHG (x))
⇔ AL P(AL ) = Jnd :
Finally, let us present a result which somehow describes the “hereditary character”
of the regular line digraph structure.
Lemma 3. Let A be a d-regular (0; 1)-matrix of order n (AJn = Jn A = dJn , d¿1) such
that there exists an integer l¿1 satisfying the following conditions:
(i) Al+1 is a (0; 1)-matrix;
(ii) (Al ) is a line digraph.
Then, (A) is a line digraph.
Proof. Observe 3rst that Ae is a de -regular (0; 1)-matrix for e = 0; 1; : : : ; l + 1, since
A is a d-regular matrix and Al+1 is a (0; 1)-matrix. We will see that (Al−1 ) is a
line digraph. Then, using an inductive argument, we can deduce that (Ae ) is a line
digraph for each e6l, and hence complete the proof.
To show that (Al−1 ) is a line digraph we follow the proof of [18, Theorem 4.1].
We let the row (column) indices of A run from 1 to n and set
P(i; e):={s : 16s6n and (Ae )is = 1};
for each pair (i; e) ∈ {1; : : : ; n}×{1; : : : ; l+1}. By abusing notations, we simply identify
a vertex in (A) with its corresponding row (column) index of A. Notice that P(i; e),
thus, represents the set of vertices of (A) which are reachable from vertex i in exactly
e steps, and as Ae is a de -regular (0; 1)-matrix, P(i; e) contains exactly de vertices.
Clearly, according to Heuchenne’s characterization of line digraph, our task is to
show that any two nonorthogonal rows of Al−1 must be identical, or equivalently,
P(i; l − 1) = P(j; l − 1) whenever P(i; l − 1) ∩ P(j; l − 1) = ∅. We will do it in the
sequel under the assumption that there is an s ∈ P(i; l − 1) ∩ P(j; l − 1). In graphical
terms, our assumption just means that (A) has two walks of length l − 1 ending at
the same vertex s and starting at the vertices i and j, respectively. Note here that we
have
P(i; l) ∩ P(j; l) = ∅

(3)

too since it includes all the out-neighbors of s in (A). Because of Jn A = dJn ¿Jn ,
which means that each vertex of (A) has at least one in-neighbour, we can take
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q; r ∈ {1; : : : ; n} such that Aqi = Arj = 1. Then, s ∈ P(q; l) ∩ P(r; l), and consequently,
P(q; l) = P(r; l), since (Al ) is a line digraph. Therefore,

d

P(it ; l − 1) ;
(4)
P(j; l − 1) ⊆ P(r; l) = P(q; l) = P(i; l − 1) ∪
t=2

where we have assumed that P(q; 1) = {i; i2 ; : : : ; id } since AJn = dJn .
Note that if we can derive now

d

P(it ; l − 1) = ∅;
P(j; l − 1) ∩

(5)

t=2

then the required result P(i; l − 1) = P(j; l − 1) will follow from (4), since |P(i; l −
1)| = |P(j; l − 1)| = dl−1 . Let us consider the auxiliary set P(q; l + 1), which can be
expressed as

d

d


P(it ; l) = P(j; l) ∪
P(it ; l) :
P(q; l + 1) = P(i; l) ∪
t=2

t=2

The second equality in the above formula comes from P(i; l) = P(j; l), which is due
to (3) together with the fact that (Al ) is a line digraph. Taking into account |P(q; l +
d
1)| = dl+1 , it follows that P(j; l) and t=2 P(it ; l) must be disjoint, because otherwise
|P(q; l + 1)| ¡ |P(j; l)| +

d


|P(it ; l)| = dl + (d − 1)dl = dl+1 ;

t=2

which is a contradiction. Thus (5) holds.
We remark that instead of the regularity condition the previous lemma can also apply in the (more general) case AJn = dJn (A Jn = dJn ) and A Jn ¿Jn (AJn ¿Jn ),
that is to say when (A) is a d-out-regular (d-in-regular) digraph with minimum
in-degree (out-degree) at least one. We also point out that the condition that Al+1 is a
(0; 1)-matrix cannot be removed. To illustrate it, consider any solutions A to A2 = Jd2
such that (A) is not isomorphic to the De Bruijn digraph B(d; 2) (see, for instance,
[13,15]).
3. Main result
In general, it is not true that all (0; 1)-matrices which are solutions to a polynomial
equation Al P(A) = Jn , where l¿1, correspond to line digraphs. An example is the
equation A(A2 − I ) = Jn which is satis3ed by the family of cycle-pre3x digraphs of
diameter three (see [16]) and also by the family of Imase-Itoh digraphs of degree d
and order n=d3 −d (see [11]), but only the second ones being line digraphs. However,
by restricting the coe5cients of P(x) in some way, we will really see the emergence
of the underlying line digraph structure in a wide range. Now, we are ready to give
our main result, whose proof generalizes the corresponding argument for the special
case P(x) = 1 + xk given by Wu and Li [18].
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Theorem 1. Let A be a (0; 1)-matrix satisfying Al P(A) = Jn , where l¿1 is an integer
and P(x) = 1 + c1 x + · · · + cr xr is a polynomial of degree r¿1 with nonnegative
coe?cients (which implies in fact 06ci 61) such that cj = 1, for at least one index
j¿1. Then, there exists a (0; 1)-matrix C satisfying P(C) = Jn=dl and (A) = Ll (C),
where AJn = A Jn = dJn .
Proof. We will show that any (0; 1)-matrix A as described in the theorem must ful3l
the conditions of Lemma 3 and, consequently, (A) is a line digraph. Actually, after
doing so, we can get that (A)=L (C1 ) for some digraph (C1 ), which is necessarily
d-regular, and then, as a consequence of Lemma 2, we will have that C1 satis3es the
same type of equation C1l−1 P(C1 )=Jn=d just as A. Continuing this way, we shall 3nally
get the required (0; 1)-matrix C = Cl such that (A) = Ll (Cl ) and P(Cl ) = Jn=dl .
From Al P(A)=Jn , it follows that A is an irreducible d-regular matrix, where dl P(d)=
n. Moreover, since Al+j 6Al P(A), where cj = 1, it follows that Ai is a di -regular
(0; 1)-matrix, for each i = 0; : : : ; l + j. In particular, Al+1 is a (0; 1)-matrix, which is
the 3rst condition in Lemma 3.
Now, it remains to prove that (Al ) is a line digraph (second condition of Lemma
3). By virtue of Lemma 1, we need only establish that rank Al = n=dl . But, from the
equation Al P(A) = Jn , it turns out that the minimum polynomial of A, A (x), divides
(x − d)xl P(x), since (A − dI )Al P(A) = (A − dI )Jn = 0. In particular, the multiplicity
of the factor x in A (x), say e, is at most l. So, kerAe = kerAl and, consequently, dim
ker Al = mA (0), where mA (0) denotes the (algebraic) multiplicity of 0 as an eigenvalue
of A. Hence, rank Al = n − mA (0). Besides, we know that the remaining eigenvalues
of A, apart from the degree d which has multiplicity 1 (by the Perron-Frobenius’s
Theorem), must be zeros of P(x). In order to compute the sum of their multiplicities
we will consider the trace of P(A) − I . It is clear that tr(P(A) − I )¿0, since the
coe5cients of P(x) − 1 are nonnegative. Further, if tr(P(A) − I ) were positive, then
Al P(A) = Al (I + (P(A) − I )) would have an entry greater than one, which is impossible.
Therefore, tr(P(A) − I ) = 0. Expressing such a condition in terms of the eigenvalues
of A and taking into account that P(0) = 1, we obtain
tr(P(A) − I ) = P(d) − 1 + (P(0) − 1)mA (0) +
= P(d) − (n − mA (0)) = 0:



(P(!) − 1)mA (!)

!=0; d

Hence, rank Al = P(d) = n=dl , as desired.
We remark that there are strongly connected regular digraphs whose Ho0man polynomial are of the form xl P(x), where l¿1 and P(x) have nonnegative coe5cients, which
are not line digraphs. As an example, note that the Ho0man polynomials of the almost
1
Moore digraph G22 of degree and diameter two, de3ned in [6], is 19
x(3 + 3x + 4x2 +
2x3 + x4 ).
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4. Final comments
The previous theorem can be used to provide an alternative proof of the existence
result [2] for [k − h; k]-digraphs, 06h6k, as follows. Since the adjacency matrix A of
a [k − h; k]-digraph G of degree d satis3es the equation
Ak−h + · · · + Ak = Jn ;
Theorem 1 tells us there exists a (0; 1)-matrix C such that I +C +· · ·+C h =Jn=dk−h and
G = Lk−h (C), provided that 0 ¡ h. Notice that (C) is a Moore digraph of degree
d and diameter h, which does only exist in the case h = 1, if d ¿ 1 (see [3,17]). This
then leads us to conclude that a [k −h; k]-digraphs of degree d ¿ 1 can only exist when
h = 0; 1. Of course, the characterization of Kautz digraphs, Lk−1 Kd+1 , as the unique
[k − 1; k]-digraphs, given by Wu and Li [18], can also be derived from Theorem 1.
Nevertheless, we cannot reduce the equation Ak =J , which has deserved much attention
(see, for instance, [7,20]).
We de3ne a family of connected d-regular digraphs of a 3xed diameter k¿2,
{G(d; k)}d¿2 , as being asymptotically optimal if its order function n(d; k) satis3es
n(d; k)
= 1;
d→∞ MD (d; k)
lim

where MD (d; k) = 1 + d + · · · + dk is the (unattainable) Moore bound. Suppose that
the adjacency matrix A of each digraph G(d; k) satis3es the same type of polynomial
equations Pk (A) = Jn , where n:=n(d; k) = Pk (d). Then Pk (x) is a monic polynomial of
degree k, since limd→∞ Pk (d)=(dk + · · · + d + 1) = 1. But, the minimum polynomial
of A, A (x) ∈ Z[x], is a monic polynomial of degree at least k + 1; on the other
hand, A (x) | (x − d)Pk (x) since (x − d)Pk (x) annihilates A. This in turn gives A (x) =
(x − d)Pk (x) and thus Pk (x) has integer coe5cients too. Furthermore, when Pk (x)
has nonnegative coe5cients, Theorem 1 allows us to reduce the study to the case
Pk (A) = I + Aa1 + · · · + Aar = J , where 16a1 ¡ · · · ¡ ar = k. Since the problem of
the existence of solutions in both extreme situations (Pk (A) = I + A + · · · + Ak = J
and Pk (A) = I + Ak = J ) has already been solved (see [17,14], respectively), it may be
worth studying the intermediate cases.
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